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A B S T R A C T   

The characteristic far field response spectrum of welded joints – the governing fatigue sensitive locations in steel 
marine structures – is predominantly linear elastic, meaning mid- and high-cycle fatigue (MCF and HCF) is most 
important for design. Using the effective notch stress- and the total stress concept, involving respectively Se and 
ST as intact- and cracked geometry fatigue strength criterion, one MCF-HCF resistance curve has been obtained 
for all welded joints. A generalised random fatigue limit model explicitly incorporating the MCF life time and 
HCF strength limit scatter provides statistically the most accurate fatigue strength and fatigue life time estimates. 
Similar MCF performance is obtained for Se and ST . Although crack growth dominates the MCF damage process, 
the results for an initiation related criterion like Se and natural crack growth related criterion like ST are similar. 
Adopting Se rather than ST as fatigue strength criterion naturally related to the crack initiation dominated HCF 
region showing the largest data scatter may explain the better effective notch stress concept HCF performance. 
Since the HCF resistance scatter is relatively large, the MCF-HCF generalised random fatigue limit model design 
curves show approximately 1-slope behaviour. meaning that for design purposes a linear Basquin model ap-
proximation rather than a piecewise continuous bi-linear MCF-HCF formulation according to guidelines, stan-
dards and classification notes should be adopted.   

1. Introduction 

Renewable energy marine structures like floating offshore wind 
turbines in deep water (Fig. 1) experience cyclic mechanical loading & 
response conditions, both environment (wind, waves, current, drifting 
ice) and service (machinery) induced, meaning fatigue [1] is a gov-
erning limit state. 

Fatigue sensitive locations in plane geometries turn up at material 
scale in micro- and meso-scopic stress concentrations (mSC’s). In not-
ched geometries, fatigue sensitive locations emerge at structural scale 
in macro-scopic stress concentrations (MSC’s); hot spots (HS’s) facil-
itating mSC’s [2], either as part of structural members (e.g. cut-outs) or 
at structural member connections (e.g. joints). Marine structures are 
traditionally structural member assemblies in reinforced panel-, truss- 
or frame-setup and the arc-welded joints typically connecting the 
structural members are governing in terms of fatigue. Since the struc-
tural stiffness distribution is predominantly orthotropic for reinforced 
panels and member orientation defined for trusses and frames, the uni- 
axial crack opening mode-I component dominates the welded joint fa-
tigue damage process. 

In comparison to shallow water fixed offshore wind turbine support 

structures, the capital costs of deep water floating ones (Fig. 1) are 
about twice as high [4]. Deep water typically comes along with an 
increased distance to shore, meaning wind turbine maintenance costs - 
including support structure fatigue damage repair - increase as well [5]. 
Efforts to estimate and improve the fatigue performance of the support 
structure will increase the engineering and building costs, but provide a 
good return on investment since maintenance costs will decrease. 

Following demonstrator investigations, first commercial use of 
floating offshore wind turbines is anticipated in between 2020 and 
2025 [6]. Design of the envisaged support structures may take ad-
vantage of fatigue assessment concepts, relating a fatigue strength cri-
terion S (structural integrity) and the fatigue life time N (structural 
longevity) using a resistance curve, meant to obtain accurate life time 
estimates, balanced with criterion complexity and (computational) ef-
forts. Trends have been observed towards the development of complete 
strength fatigue damage criteria [2]. Incorporating local (notch) in-
formation provides more generalised formulations and the number of 
corresponding fatigue resistance curves reduces accordingly (i.e. ulti-
mately to one), like for the effective notch stress concept [7–13] and the 
total stress concept [2,3,11]. 

Fatigue is a cyclic loading & response induced local, progressive, 
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structural damage process, turning an intact geometry into a cracked 
one, meaning elastoplasticity at micro- and meso-material scale as well 
as macro-structural scale is involved. The amount of elastoplasticity: 
large, medium or small, is affecting the damage process as reflected in 
the corresponding characteristic low-, mid- and high-cycle fatigue (LCF, 
MCF and HCF) regions of the resistance curves. Note that in other re-
search disciplines the LCF, MCF and HCF regions are referred to as low, 
high and very high cycle fatigue regions [14] or even low, high and giga 
cycle fatigue regions [15]. A characteristic far field response spectrum 
of welded joints in steel marine structures like floating offshore wind 
turbines is predominantly linear elastic, explaining why S is typically of 
the stress type and particularly related to MCF and HCF. 

The MCF performance of welded joints HS type C has already been 
investigated using the effective notch stress concept and total stress 
concept, involving respectively an intact and cracked geometry based 

fatigue strength criterion [11]. Only complete data (i.e. failures) have 
been considered. Adopting different MCF-HCF fatigue resistance curve 
formulations (Section 2), the effective notch stress concept and total 
stress concept performance for welded joint HS’s type C, B and A will be 
investigated (Section 3), taking advantage of explicit weld notch stress 
(intensity) distribution formulations. Both complete and right-censored 
data (i.e. failures and run-outs) will be incorporated. 

2. Mid- and high-cycle fatigue 

For MCF and HCF typically a log–log linear N S( ) dependency is 
observed (Fig. 2) and a 3-parameter { C mlog( ), , N } 1-slope formula-
tion, the semi-empirical Basquin (LB) model, is naturally adopted: 

=log N C m S( ) log( ) ·log( ). (1) 

Nomenclature 

Symbols 

(half) notch angle 
stress angle 
parameter vector 

a s, coefficient of (anti-)symmetric (·)n part 
prefix indicating stress range 
data type (0 = failure, 1 = run-out) 
loading & response ratio coefficient 

a s, eigenvalue of (anti-)symmetric (·)n part 
L log-likelihood 
µa s, amplitude of (anti-)symmetric (·)n part 

(real) weld notch radius 
b structural bending stress 
e effective notch stress 
f equilibrium equivalent stress part 
m structural membrane stress 

(·)n weld notch stress distribution 
s (hot spot) structural stress 
N fatigue life time standard deviation 
se self-equilibrating stress part 

residual 
a crack size 
ai (real) defect or initial crack size 
an (root) notch size 
C fatigue resistance curve intercept 
cl confidence level 
Cbb mb induced weld load carrying stress coefficient 
Cbm fn induced weld load carrying stress coefficient 
Cbw weld load carrying stress coefficient 
fn line normal force 
ha attachment height 
hw weld leg height 
k number of model parameters 
K (·)I weld notch stress intensity distribution 
la attachment length 
lw weld leg length 
m fatigue resistance curve slope 
mb line bending moment 
mt slope in HCF region for BB model 
mbb mb induced weld load carrying bending moment 
mbm fn induced weld load carrying bending moment 
N number of cycles until failure 
n elastoplasticity coefficient 
ps probability of survival 
r radial coordinate 

rlr loading & response ratio 
rs structural bending stress ratio 
S fatigue strength criterion 
Se effective notch stress range 
Sn nominal stress range 
Ss (hot spot) structural stress range 
ST total stress range 
St MCF-HCF transition strength for BB model 
S fatigue strength limit 
S µ, fatigue strength limit mean value 
S , fatigue strength limit standard deviation 
Sy yield strength 
tb base plate thickness 
tc cross plate thickness 
tp plate thickness 
ws (specimen) plate width 
Yf far field factor 
Yn notch factor 

micro- and meso-structural length (or distance) 
f fictitious notch radius 
S transition curvature parameter for GRFL model 

∧ circumflex indicating parameter MLE 

Abbreviations 

AIC Akaike’s information criterion 
BB bi-linear Basquin 
BRFL bi-linear random fatigue limit 
CDF cumulative distribution function 
CLB confidence lower bound 
CUB confidence upper bound 
DS double sided 
FE finite element 
GRFL generalised random fatigue limit 
HCF high-cycle fatigue, N = O(5·10 106 9) cycles 
HS hot spot 
LB linear Basquin 
LCF low-cycle fatigue, N = O(10 102 4) cycles 
MCF mid-cycle fatigue, N = O(10 5·104 6) cycles 
MLE maximum likelihood estimate 
mSC micro- and meso-scopic stress concentration 
MSC macro-scopic stress concentration 
ORFL ordinary random fatigue limit 
PDF probability density function 
RFL random fatigue limit 
SS single sided   
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Intercept log(C), slope m and standard deviation N are respectively the 
endurance, damage mechanism and fatigue life time scatter parameters. 
Shifting from MCF to HCF, the slope m is typically increasing, implying 
a change in fatigue damage mechanism, i.e. from crack growth gov-
erning to crack initiation dominated. Intercept log(C) decreases ac-
cordingly. At the same time it is observed that the number of crack 
nucleation sites reduces [15–17], meaning that the life time scatter 
parameter N increases. 

MCF-HCF modelling requires a 2-slope formulation. Following a 
description of characteristic fatigue physics (Section 2.1), suitable MCF- 
HCF models will be explored (Section 2.2). Being able to deal with both 
complete and right-censored data, the Maximum Likelihood approach  
[3,18] will be used to obtain model parameters and quantile estimates 
(Section 2.3). 

2.1. Physics in materials and structures 

The elastoplasticity requirement to develop fatigue damage (Section  
1) suggests the existence of a barrier, a fatigue strength limit S . For 
( <S S ) the fatigue life time will be infinite (N ). 

At material level, elastoplasticity turns up at mSC’s. Instantly, mSC’s 
emerge at the boundaries of the anisotropic polycrystalline grain 
structure (source 1) and at inclusions/voids/pores (source 2). Over 
time, moving dislocations concentrate in (persistent) slip bands in-
troducing intrusion-extrusion pairs (source 3) induced mSC’s because of 
the material surface roughening. For large and medium amounts of 
elastoplasticity, fatigue cracks typically develop first at the governing 
intrusion-extrusion pair (source 3) induced mSC at/near the surface, 
since the response condition changes from plane stress at/near the 
surface to plane strain in subsurface material. For small amounts of 
elastoplasticity cracks may still develop. In case of a face centred cubic 
material structure typically at/near the surface at the grain boundary 
(source 1) or at inclusion/void/pore (source 2) induced mSC’s. For a 
body centred cubic material structure cracks typically develop sub- 
surface first, since mSC’s at subsurface (non-metallic) inclusions/voids/ 
pores (source 2) are in charge [19,20]. For smaller amounts of elasto-
plasticity a fatigue strength limit most likely exists [19]. 

At structural level, elastoplasticity emerges at MSC’s. The arc- 
welding process introduces a notch, an MSC, at the weld toe and de-
pending on the penetration level another one at the weld root, as well 
as additional mSC’s: surface defects and sub-surface inclusions/voids/ 
pores (source 4). For large, medium as well as small amounts of (notch) 
elastoplasticity, fatigue cracks develop at/near the structure surface of 
the MSC location [14,17,21,22]. A material contribution can be in-
volved [23,24]. For smaller amounts of elastoplasticity a fatigue 
strength limit may exist. 

2.2. Model formulations 

In case a finite slope in both the MCF and HCF region is observed, a 
bi-linear Basquin (BB) model can be adopted. Although typically a 
piecewise continuous one is used [25–27] in guidelines (e.g. IIW), 
standards (e.g. Eurocode 3) and classification notes (e.g. DNV-GL), a 
continuous 5-parameter { C m S mlog( ), , , ,t t N } formulation may be 
preferred in order to include a gradual MCF-HCF transition: 

=

+

N C m S m
m

S S

log( ) log( ) ·log( ) 1 ·

log[1 exp{log( ) log( )} ].
t

t
mt (2) 

For ( >S St) the MCF slope m is in charge; for ( <S St) the HCF slope mt
(Fig. 2). However, N contains both the MCF and HCF life time scatter 
contribution, meaning that the MCF region description suffers from the 
increased HCF scatter. 

In case the HCF slope tends to become infinite (mt ), typically 
random rather than constant fatigue strength limit behaviour is in-
troduced: (N ) for ( <S S µ( , )), reflecting the stochastic nature 
of the mSC size, location, number and orientation, as well as the 
random MSC size. Assuming that in the MCF and HCF region, respec-
tively, the fatigue life time and the fatigue strength scatter are gov-
erning, the BB model (Eq. 2) turns into a 5-parameter 
{ C m S Slog( ), , , ,µ N, , } ordinary random fatigue limit (ORFL) model  
[28]: 

=N C m S S µlog( ) log( ) ·log{ ( , )}. (3) 

Alternatively a 5-parameter { C m S Slog( ), , , ,µ N, , } piecewise-con-
tinuous bi-linear random fatigue limit (BRFL) model can be adopted  
[29], providing a better alignment with the guidelines, standards and 
classification notes: 

=N C m S
H S S µ

log( ) log( ) ·log( )
{ ( , )}

.
(4) 

The Heaviside Step Function H () reflects the piecewise-continuous 
MCF-HCF transition. For both the ORFL and BRFL model the transition 
behaviour is fixed. Introducing a transition curvature parameter S , a 
6-parameter { C m Slog( ), , , S , ,N µ S, , } generalised random fa-
tigue limit (GRFL) model can be obtained [30]: 

=N C m S S µ
S

log( ) log( ) ·log( ) ·log 1 ( , ) .S (5) 

For mS the GRFL model turns into the ORFL one. If the data does 
not contain fatigue limit behaviour, the LB model appears: 0S . 

A high finite or (near) infinite HCF slope value provides the op-
portunity to apply either a BB or one of the random fatigue limit (RFL) 
models. Because of the cyclic plasticity requirement to develop fatigue 
damage, a fatigue strength limit may exist. However, considering the 
multiple mSC sources as well as the random nature of both the mSC and 
MSC size, the cyclic plasticity requirement might be identically satisfied 

Fig. 1. Floating offshore wind turbines with a support structure in spar-buoy 
(left), semi-submersible (middle) and tension leg platform (right) configuration  
[6]. 

Fig. 2. MCF and HCF fatigue resistance characteristics.  
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for any loading & response level [31], meaning fatigue strength limit 
behaviour may not be observed. In particular for welded joints in 
marine structures, since additional environment induced mSC’s like 
corrosion pits (source 5) may appear over time. The size of existing 
mSC’s may increase and new ones may develop, accelerating the fatigue 
damage process. 

Fatigue strength limit behaviour will remain a hypothesis anyway 
and difficult to prove. Theoretically, the number of cycles N required to 
obtain fatigue damage can always be increased. At the same ’time’ the 
available HCF data is limited because of (testing) time constraints and 
the HCF slope estimate, either finite or (near) infinite, is sensitive to the 
data involved. However, from engineering perspective it is ultimately 
all about accurate fatigue strength and life time estimates, meaning that 
an accurate MCF-HCF transition is important. Let regression analysis 
show if either a BB or a RFL model provides (statistically) the best 
performance. 

2.3. Parameter and quantile estimates 

The MCF-HCF models (Eqs. 2–5) relate the independent variable, 
predictor log(S), to the dependent one, response log(N ). Regression 
analysis can be adopted to estimate the model parameters. Although the 
Least Squares approach minimising the sum of the (log)Normal dis-
tributed residuals squared N (0,1) is popular, MCF-HCF fatigue re-
sistance data sets typically cannot be dealt with properly since both 
complete and right-censored data, failures and run-outs, are involved. 
Using the Maximum Likelihood approach [3,18] the data joint prob-
ability density is maximised and the most likely parameter vector 
estimate can be obtained: 

N Smax { ( ; )} (6) 

with log-likelihood 

= +
=

N S f N S F N S( ; ) ·log{ ( ; )} (1 )·log{1 ( ; )}
j

n

j j j j j j
1

and 

= { }0 for a failure
1 for a run out .j

A probability density function (PDF) f x µ( ; , ) and corresponding cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) F x µ( ; , ) assumption is required. 
In case of a Basquin model for the fatigue life time, the (log)Normal PDF 
and CDF can be adopted based on probabilistic arguments and em-
pirical success: 

=

= + { }
f x µ

F x µ

( ; , ) ·exp

( ; , ) 1 erf .

N
x µ

N
µ

1
2 ·

{log( ) }
2

1
2

log(x)
2

2
2

(7) 

Although f x µ( ; , )N and F x µ( ; , )N are quite flexible and the log-scale 
data satisfies the physical fatigue life time lower bound (log(N = 1) = 
0), the failure rate f F( / )N N shows non-monotonic behaviour. Mono-
tonically increasing behaviour would be expected, since early failures 
are excluded for MCF-HCF. The (log)Weibull extreme value distribution 
W x µ( ; , ) might be a solution since the failure rate is monotonically 
increasing by definition, while maintaining the lower bound require-
ment and flexibility: 

=

=

( )f x µ

F x µ

( ; , ) ·exp exp

( ; , ) 1 exp exp .

W
x µ x µ

W
x µ

1 {log( ) } {log( ) }

{log( ) }
(8) 

The mean value and standard deviation of the fatigue life time and/or 
fatigue strength limit (log)Normal PDF and CDF regression analysis 
induced residual N (0, 1) are respectively =µ ( ) 0 and =( ) 1. 

However, the (log)Weibull PDF and CDF W (0, 1) reflects the 63rd

percentile with =µ ( ) (Euler constant) and =( ) / 6 . In order 
to have a competitive unbiased model [32], the location and scale 
parameters µ{ , } have to be modified: 

+

+

( )
( )

f x µ f x µ

F x µ F x µ

( ; , ) ; · · , ·

( ; , ) ; · · , · .

W W

W W

6 6

6 6
(9) 

A sample size bias correction could be incorporated as well for both the 
(log)Normal and (log)Weibull PDF and CDF, but is considered not to be 
necessary since the fatigue resistance data sample size is sufficiently 
large (Section 3). 

For the LB (Eq. 1) and BB (Eq. 2) model with respectively = 
{ C mlog( ), , N } and = { C m S mlog( ), , , ,t t N }, the fatigue life time 
PDF f (N S µ; ,N N ) and CDF F (N S µ; ,N N ) involve the same scale 
parameter N . However, the location parameter is different: 

=

=

+

{ }( )
µ C m S

µ C m S

S S

log( ) ·log( )

log( ) ·log( ) 1 ·

log[1 exp{log( ) log( )} ]

.

N

N
m
m

t
m

LB

BB t

t (10) 

The ORFL and BRFL model with = { C m S Slog( ), , , ,µ N, , } as well 
as the GRFL model with = { C m S Slog( ), , , , ,µ S N, , } require 
both a fatigue life time and fatigue limit PDF and CDF assumption. 
Adopting either the (log)Normal or (log)Weibull PDF and CDF (re-
spectively Eq. 7 and 8), the marginal (joined) fatigue life time PDF and 
CDF become: 

=

=

f N S µ f N S µ f x µ x

F N S µ F N S µ f x µ x

( ; , ) ( ; , )· ( ; , )d

( ; , ) ( ; , )· ( ; , )d
RFL N N

S
N N S S

RFL N N
S

N N S S (11) 

with 

=

=

=

µ C m S x

µ C

µ C m S

log( ) ·log( )

log( )

log( ) ·log( ) ·log(1 )

.

N

N
m S
H S x

N S
x
S

·log( )
( )

ORFL

BRFL

GRFL (12) 

Partitioning = { , }1 2 , the relative parameter profile log-likelihood 
can be obtained for 1 (e.g. log(C)): 

= N S
N S

( ) max ( , ; )
( ; )

.r 1
1 2

2 (13) 

A more likely value is obtained for ( ) 1r 1 ; a less likely one for 
( ) 0r 1 . Since the inverse of the parameter log-likelihood squared 

2· ( )r 1 is asymptotically chi-squared distributed [28], a likelihood 
ratio test can be adopted to estimate the two-sided parameter con-
fidence interval for confidence level =c (1 )l : 

2· ( ) .r 1 1;1
2

(14) 

Evaluating the regression analysis results for different f F{ , } assump-
tions, the best fit is obtained for the smallest N S( ; ) reflecting the 
largest joint probability density, provided the number of model para-
meters k is the same. However, if k differs from one model to another, 
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) can be adopted [33], since more 
model parameters means generally speaking a better fit. The smaller 
AIC, the better: 

= N S kAIC 2{ ( ; ) }. (15) 

The S-N fatigue resistance quantile for design at a required reliability 
(i.e. probability of survival ps) and confidence level c R p C c, ( ) ( )l s l , can 
be established using: 

= =F N S F N S µ p( ; ) ( ; , ) (1 ).N N cl s, (16) 
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Only for the LB and BB models (Eq. 1 and 2) an explicit S-N quantile 
formulation can be obtained: 

= =F N S µ F
N µ S

p( ; , )
log( ) ( )

(1 ),N N cl
N

N cl
s,

,

meaning 

= +N µ S F plog( ) ( ) (1 )· .N s N cl
1

, (17) 

Note that the S-N quantiles (Eq. 16 and 17) are based on curve wise 
rather than point wise confidence [3,11], incorporating respectively the 
global and local data scatter. In case the fatigue resistance data sample 
size is sufficiently large (i.e. assuming confidence is sufficiently large), 
typically the R(0.977) quantile =N µ Slog( ) ( ) 2·N N is adopted, as-
suming the fatigue life time is (log)Normal distributed [34]. For smaller 
data sample size a R(0.95) C(0.75) S-N quantile is adopted in order to 
achieve a similar reliability level as obtained for a sufficiently large 
data sample size. The C(0.75) corresponds to a probability of failure 

=p(1 ) 10s
4 in the last year of a 20-years marine structure fatigue 

design life time [35,36]. 

3. Mid- and high-cycle fatigue of welded joints 

Macroscopic stress concentrations, HS’s, in arc-welded joints 
emerge at the weld notch locations. Different types are distinguished 
(Fig. 3) and have been classified as [37,38]:  

• HS type C: weld toe notch along the weld seam at the plate surface  
• HS type B: weld toe notch at the weld seam end at the plate edge  
• HS type A: weld toe notch at the weld seam end at the plate surface. 

The HS structural stress concept is commonly applied in engineering  
[2,25–27]. Using a shell/plate finite element (FE) model, typically a 
(non-)linear surface extrapolation based HS structural stress range 

=Ss s estimate is obtained, although quite sensitive to FE type and 
mesh size [37]. 

Considering a through-thickness crack as an appropriate fatigue design 
criterion, force and moment equilibrium based linear interior interpolation 
can be used to calculate exact Ss values [39,40]. Involving a relatively coarse 
meshed shell/plate FE model is typically sufficient. The local weld geometry 
is not included, meaning that corresponding notch information is missing. 
However, the (linear) predominant mode-I fatigue damage related far field 
stress distribution in each cross-section along the weld seam is available. 
Transforming the nodal normal forces Fn i, and bending moments Mb i, for 
HS’s type C (Fig. 4 top) along the weld seam to line forces and moments fn
and =m F T f, { } [ ]·{ }b n n and =M T m{ } [ ]·{ }b b [40], the membrane and 
bending structural stress components = f t( / )m n p and = m t(6· / )b b p

2 can be 
calculated to obtain = +( )s m b . For weld end HS’s type B a virtual tp
rather than a real plate thickness tp is involved (Fig. 4 middle), meaning 

= F t t/( · )m n i p p, and = F x t t t{ ( · ) · /2}/( · )b n i i m p p p,
2 2 . The coordinate 

system origin should be at the HS location to minimise mesh size sensitivity  
[3]. Since the local weld geometry is not included, for weld end HS’s type A a 
virtual node [40] can be introduced (Fig. 4 bottom). Using force and mo-
ment equilibrium the nodal normal forces F F{ , }n n1 2 and bending moments 
M M{ , }b b1 2 of the element next to the weld end are redistributed over its 
length le, assuming that the line normal force fn and bending moment mb are 
constant over the weld end length lwe and decreases linearly over l l( )e we . 
Using the line force = + +f F l l F l l l l{ ·( ) ·( )}/( · )n n we e n we e we e1 2 and line moment 

= + +m M l l M l l l l{ ·( ) ·( )}/( · )b b we e b we e we e1 2 , = + = +f t m t( ) ( / ) (6· / )s m b n p b p
2

like for HS’s type C. 
Different fatigue assessment concepts have been developed over 

time aiming to obtain more accurate life time estimates, balanced with 
criterion complexity and (computational) efforts [2,41–44]. The in-
volved fatigue strength criteria have evolved from global to local ones 
and tend to become more generalised formulations, reducing the 
number of corresponding resistance curves ultimately to one, like for 

the effective notch stress concept [7–13] and the total stress concept  
[2,3,11]. 

The through-thickness (crack) weld notch stress distribution r t( / )n p
typically contains three zones: the zone 1 peak stress, the zone 2 notch- 
affected stress gradient and the zone 3 far field dominated stress gra-
dient [3,11]. Whereas an intact geometry fatigue strength criterion like 
the HS structural stress s contains only equilibrium equivalent stress 
related zone 3 far field content, the effective notch stress already in-
cludes partial zone 1, 2 and 3 information. 

However, fatigue scaling requires the zone 1 peak stress value as well as 
the zone 2 notch affected- and zone 3 far field dominated gradient to be 
incorporated, meaning a fatigue strength criterion should take the complete 
distribution into account. For the effective (i.e. average) notch stress, a 
nominal stress value would be obtained. The stress intensity factor KI seems 
to meet the complete distribution criterion and the intact geometry related 
notch stress distribution has been translated into a cracked geometry 
equivalent in order to obtain the total stress fatigue strength criterion. 

Exploiting the s related semi-analytical weld notch stress (in-
tensity) formulations (Section 3.1 and 3.2) for welded joint HS’s type C, 
B and A, MCF-HCF resistance data from literature (Section 3.3) will be 
used to investigate the effective notch stress concept (Section 3.4) and 
total stress concept (Section 3.5) performance in terms of Akaike’s in-
formation criterion AIC and the parameter confidence. 

3.1. Weld notch stress distributions 

Semi-analytical r t( / )n p formulations have already been derived, 
exploiting (non-) symmetry conditions with respect to t( /2)p , assuming 

r t( / )n p is a linear superposition of an equilibrium equivalent part f
(i.e. the linear structural field stress) and a self-equilibrating stress part 

se (consisting of a V-shaped notch stress component [45,46] and a weld 
load carrying stress component). For a weld toe notch, r t( / )n p denotes 
in case of non-symmetry [3,11]: 
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and in case of symmetry [3,11]: 
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Fig. 3. HS type C, B and A classification [37].  
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with 
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Plane strain conditions have been assumed, meaning 3D effects [47] 
can be neglected [42]. For HS’s type C and A at the base plate =t tp b
and at the connecting/cross/cover plate =t tp c. An artificial plate 
thickness =t tp p is introduced for HS’s type B. Coefficients µs and µa are 
obtained using force and moment equilibrium. The involved eigenva-
lues s and a, the eigenvalue coefficients s and a as well as the stress 
angle = ( /2) are notch angle dependent. The structural stress 

= +( )s m b and the structural bending stress ratio =r ( / )s b s are the 
FE analysis obtained far field stress parameters [3,11]. 

The weld geometry causes a local change in stiffness; a shift in 
neutral axis, meaning the weld becomes load carrying up to some ex-
tent. Considering a weld toe notch as typically encountered in a welded 
joint without symmetry with respect to t( /2)p , a counter-clockwise 
bending moment is introduced for a normal line force fn pointing to the 
right and a clockwise bending line moment mb. The corresponding weld 
load carrying (bending) stress distribution particularly affects the zone 
2 stress gradient (Eq. 18). For a weld toe notch of a welded joint 
showing symmetry with respect to t( /2)p the same principle applies to 

the related half plate thickness. 
The weld load carrying stress component is geometry 

(t t l h a, , , ,b c w w n) and loading ( f m,n b) dependent, meaning coefficient 
Cbw contains the notch stress distribution specific information. With 
respect to loading, Cs bw is assumed to be linear superposition of a 
normal force and bending moment induced structural field membrane 
stress and bending stress component: 

= +C C Cs bw m bm b bb (20) 

meaning 

=C m
r t(1 )

· 6
bm

bm

s s p
2

and 

=C m
r t

· 6 .bb
bb

s s p
2

Bending moments mbm and mbb are estimated using a FE beam model in 
order to obtain weld load carrying stress information, uncoupled from 
V-shaped notch behaviour. Alternatively, a Cbw estimate is obtained 
using a parametric function, fitted with input from FE notch stress 
distributions for a range of geometry dimensions and loading parameter 
values. 

Double weld element beam models for HS’s type C in T-joints and 
cruciform joints have been developed [11], replacing the original single 
weld element beam models [3]. Investigating the Cbw requirements for 
HS’s type B as typically observed in in-plane (Fig. 4 middle) and out-of- 
plane gusset plate joints, respectively the double sided (DS) T-joint and 
double sided cruciform joint formulations proved to be sufficient for the 
cases showing respectively non-symmetry and symmetry with respect 
to t( /2)p . For HS’s type A like typically observed at the weld ends of 
attachments or brackets (Fig. 4 right), a cover plate joint double weld 
element beam model (Fig. 6) turned out to be much more effective than 
the single weld element configuration (Fig. 5) to obtain the local Cbw. 
Global attachment and bracket induced effects are captured in s.  

As a first step in the beam model verification, for 2 load cases: a 
normal force fn and bending moment mb, the relative base plate load 
path contribution has been compared to results obtained using a FE 
solid model for reference (Figs. 7 and 8). The considered range of di-
mensions is representative for marine structures consisting of thin 
plate/shell structural members. Beam model application is not limited 
to the absolute geometry dimensions as shown (Figs. 7 and 8), but the 
range for particular relative ones, l t( / )w b and h l( / )w w has to be satisfied. 

Fig. 4. Typical shell/plate FE models for welded joints HS type C (top), B 
(middle) and A (bottom). 

Fig. 5. SS (top) and DS (bottom) cover plate joint single weld element beam 
model for non-symmetry and symmetry with respect to t( /2)p . 
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If loading is applied to the base plate, the single sided (SS) cover 
plate contains 2 parallel load paths: 1 through the base plate and 1 
through the weld and cover plate. The normal stiffness and bending 
stiffness of the load paths define how the loading is divided. Applying a 
normal force fn to the base plate, the base plate load path related 
normal stiffness dominates generally speaking the weld and cross plate 
load path related bending stiffness, explaining the f t( / )n t b, b values closer 
to 1 (Fig. 7a–d). The bending stiffness is involved for both load paths if 
a bending moment mb is applied. Because of the relatively large la, the 
cover plate attracts a significant part of the load as reflected in the 
relatively small m t( / )b t b, b values (Fig. 7e–h); i.e. the weld is relatively 
more load carrying. For the DS cover plate, 3 parallel load paths are 
involved: 1 through the base plate and 2 through the weld and cover 
plates, meaning the normal forces (Fig. 8a–d and bending moments 
(Fig. 8e–h) through the base plate will be smaller in comparison to the 
SS cover plate values (Fig. 7) because of the relatively smaller stiffness 
contribution of each load path. The trends for fn and mb are the same. 
For increasing tb, the normal force and bending moment through the 
base plate are increasing because of increasing base plate load path 
stiffness. The weld and cover plate load path bending stiffness is in-
creasing for increasing l l,a w and hw, meaning the base plate load path 
contribution is slightly decreasing. For hw variations (Figs. 7 and 8) the 
wrong trend for the single weld element beam models can be observed. 

Second step is to correlate the beam model nodal moments and 
forces to mbm and mbb. For the fn load case, internal bending moments 
are introduced and the ones showing the same trend as the required Cbm
(obtained fitting FE solid model weld notch stress distributions and the 
semi-analytical formulation, Eq. 18 and 19) for varying joint dimen-
sions, m1 and m2 (Fig. 6), can be related to mbm. Assuming that except m1
and m2 in the weld toe cross-section (the physical part) a coefficient to 
match the FE and semi-analytical solutions (the fitting part) is involved 
as well, the mbm estimate yields for the SS cover plate: 

= +m m m1
13

·( ).bm 1 2 (21) 

For the mb load case, internal normal forces are introduced and f1 and f2
(Fig. 6) show the same trend as the required Cbb. Involving respectively 
d f1 and d f2 to complete the physical part related bending moment and 
adding the fitting part, the mbb estimate becomes for the SS cover plate: 

= +m f d f d( · · ).bb f f1 21 2 (22) 

For the DS cover plate similar results are obtained: 

= +m m m7
2

·( )bm 1 2 (23) 

and 

= +m f d f d2
15

·( · · ).bb f f1 21 2 (24) 

Comparing for the SS cover plate the required Cbm and Cbb values to the 
estimates (Fig. 9a–d), good results are obtained. Depending on the joint 
dimensions, the weld load carrying stress level for the base plate weld 
toe notch can be up to 30 [%] of the structural stress s. On the other 
hand, for DS cover plates the weld load carrying stress level does not 
even reach 10 [%] of s (Fig. 9e–h). 

Although for varying tb and la the load distribution over the base 
plate and cover plate may change, Cbw is hardly affected (Fig. 9a, b, e, 
f). In fact, the weld dimensions lw and hw typically define Cbw (Fig. 9c, d, 
g, h), since asymptotic C t l( , )bw b a behaviour is obtained for l ta b. In 
case l ta b, the cover plate tends to behave like a cross-plate and Cbw
becomes tb and la sensitive, like observed for the DS T-joint and DS 
cruciform joint [11]. 

Alternative to a beam model based weld load carrying stress esti-
mate, involving a physical and fitting part, a parametric fitting function 
has been obtained as well. For the SS cover plate: 

= +
= +

C e
C e

0.187· 0.209
0.271· 0.302

bm
W

bb
W

0.527·

0.889· (25) 

and for the DS cover plate: 

= +
= +

C e
C e

0.056· 0.079
0.045· 0.076

bm
W

bb
W

0.760·

0.370· (26) 

with 

=W h
l

.w

w

The parametric fitting functions involve an exponential term reflecting 
a notch angle contribution as well as a polynomial one representing the 
log-ratio of the 2 involved load path parameters. 

Third and last step is to investigate the weld toe notch stress dis-
tributions for different loading combinations. For illustration purposes 
monotonic through-thickness weld toe notch stress distributions of a SS 
cover plate are shown (Fig. 10a, b) for a pure bending moment (rs = 1) 
and combined load case (rs = 1/3); the bending moment is applied 
clockwise. Non-monotonic ones are shown for a pure normal force (rs = 
0) and a different combined load case (rs = −1) with counter-clockwise 
bending moment (Fig. 10c, d). The adopted joint dimensions are arbi-
trary but reflect at the same time results for cases with almost the 
largest difference between Cbw fit and beam values (Fig. 9). 

Monotonic through-thickness weld toe notch stress distributions 
r t( / )n p of a DS cover plate for the far field load cases (rs = 1) and (rs = 

1/3) are shown (Fig. 10e, f) as well as non-monotonic ones (Fig. 10g, h); 
(rs = 0) and (rs = −1). Observation shows that for < <r t0 ( / ) (1/2)p
equilibrium is satisfied as imposed. For < <r t(1/2) ( / ) 1p , the self- 
equilibrating stress part definition is lost since the weld notch con-
tribution is not taken into account. The (anti-) symmetry condition 
ensures a stress gradient close to rs. 

Converged FE solid model solutions are added for comparison, 
showing that the semi-analytical r t( / )n b formulations (Eq. 18 and 19) 
provide accurate weld notch stress distributions. 

Although for HS’s type B the weld load carrying coefficients Cbw are 

Fig. 6. SS (top) and DS (bottom) cover plate joint double weld element beam 
model for non-symmetry and symmetry with respect to t( /2)p . 
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similar to (non-symmetric) T-joint and (symmetric) cruciform joint 
based estimates, question remains what tp value should be adopted for 
typical in-plane and out-of-plane gusset plate joints (Fig. 14d–f). 
Comparing semi-analytical weld notch stress distributions to FE results 
(1 [MPa] nominal membrane stress is applied) for a range of tp values, 

good agreement is obtained for the non-symmetry cases (Fig. 11a, c). 
For the symmetry cases the best results are obtained for = …t 20 40p
[mm], since the symmetry condition at t( /2)p compromises the results 
up to some extent (Fig. 11b, d). At the same, the notch affected zone 
size turns out to be 4 [mm] no matter the plate width value ws, 

Fig. 7. SS cover plate relative base plate load for varying t l,b w and hw for applied normal force (a–d) and bending moment (e–h).  
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explaining why a characteristic tp value is proposed. Since the notch 
affected zone size for typical HS’s type C and A is about 10 to 20 [%] of 
the plate thickness, i.e. … = …t t t0.1 0.2 , 20 40p p p [mm] seems to be 

reasonable. A most likely value will be established using regression 
analysis, aiming to capture the tp providing the most accurate fatigue 
life time estimate (Section 3.4). 

Fig. 8. DS cover plate relative base plate load for varying t l,b w , hw and an for applied normal force (a–d) and bending moment (e–h).  
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3.2. Weld notch stress intensity distributions 

Consistently using the equilibrium equivalent and self-equilibrating 
parts of the intact geometry related mode-I weld toe notch stress dis-
tributions (Eqs. 18 and 19), the corresponding cracked geometry 

related weld toe notch stress intensity distributions K a t( / )I p include a 
crack size-dependent far field and notch factor [3]: 

=K a
t

t Y a
t

Y a
t

a
t

· · · .I
p

s p n
p

f
p p (27) 

Fig. 9. SS (a–d) and DS (e–h) cover plate Cbm and Cbb fit as well as beam model estimate for varying t l l, ,b a w and hw.  
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For HS’s type C and A, either =t tp b or =t tp c; for HS’s type B, =t tp p . 
Far-field factor Yf contains the zone 3 associated equilibrium equivalent 
(membrane and bending) stress contributions as well as the crack re-
lated geometry effects like finite plane dimensions and free surface 
behaviour. For weld toe notches showing either non-symmetry or 

symmetry with respect to t( /2)p , a single-edge crack formulation is 
adopted. In case of symmetry one notch is assumed to be governing. 
Handbook solutions are available [48]. Notch factor Yn incorporates the 
zones 1 and 2 governing self-equilibrium equivalent stress contribution, 
applied as crack face traction. For the non-symmetry case: 

Fig. 10. SS (a–d) and DS (e–h) cover plate weld toe notch stress distributions.  
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and for the symmetry case: 
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With respect to the weld toe notch stress distributions (Eqs. 18 and 19) 

through-thickness crack coordinate a t( / )p naturally replaced through- 
thickness stress coordinate r t( / )p . The SS and DS cover plate weld toe 
notch stress intensities Y Yn f for the far-field load cases (Fig. 10) are 
shown for illustration purposes (Fig. 12). Notch factor Yn turns out to be 
governing for < a t{0 ( / ) 0.2}p ; a zone 1 and 2 weld geometry stress 
(concentration) affected micro-crack region. Far-field factor Yf rules the 
zone 3 far-field stress related macro-crack region < a t{0.2 ( / ) 1}p . The 
Y Yn f estimates are in good agreement with FE solid model solutions. 
Note that the involved Cbw values contain almost the largest difference 
between fit and beam values (Figs. 9 and 12). 

3.3. Fatigue resistance data 

Multiple arc-welded joint constant amplitude fatigue resistance data 
series available in literature (Figs. 13 and 14, Table 1) have been re-
investigated. The data series reflect several characteristic welded joint 
features, including HS type (C, B and A), (non-)symmetry with respect 
to t( /2)p and weld type (groove and fillet). All steel small scale speci-
mens are in as-welded condition. The sample size is 1900. 

The base plate thickness tb ranges from 2 to 160 [mm], specimen 
plate width ws from 4 to 210 [mm], the loading & response ratio rrl from 
−1.0 to 0.8 [–] and the yield strength Sy from 245 to 1030 [MPa]. The 
applied load is either a (3- or 4-point) bending moment or a normal 
force. Fatigue life times N cover the MCF and HCF region; i.e. N = O 
(104 …109) cycles. 

Aim is to obtain a balanced contribution of welded joint char-
acteristics, although the cover plate joint and gusset plate joint are 
somewhat under represented (Table 1). 

3.4. Effective notch stress concept 

The fatigue life time of welded joints consists of an initiation (i.e. 

Fig. 11. SS and DS in-plane gusset plate (a–b) as well as SS and DS out-of-plane gusset plate (c–d) weld notch stress distributions.  
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Fig. 12. SS (a–d) and DS (e–h) cover plate base plate weld toe notch stress intensity distributions.  
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micro-crack growth) and (macro-crack) growth contribution. If the 
major part is initiation related, an intact geometry based fatigue 
strength criterion seems justified. However, the (as) weld(ed) notch 
radius is typically small and a zone 1 peak stress criterion would be 
too conservative. Adopting a micro- and meso-structural notch support 
hypothesis, an effective notch stress range estimate =Se e can be 
obtained by averaging the notch stress distribution along the (pre-
sumed) crack path over a material characteristic micro- and meso- 
structural length or distance , partially incorporating a zone 2 notch 
stress gradient- and zone 3 far field stress gradient contribution as well  
[7,9,8,10,11]. Typically, a solid FE solution is required to estimate Se. 

However, taking advantage of the weld notch stress distribution for-
mulations (Eqs. (18) and (19)), intact geometry fatigue strength cri-
terion =Se e includes for weld toe notches in case of non-symmetry: 
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and in case of symmetry: 
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In order to obtain a most likely micro- and meso-structural length es-
timate, can be added to the parameter vector ; = =S S ( )e e . 
Adopting the MCF-HCF fatigue resistance curve formulations (Section  
2), the effective notch stress concept performance will be investigated 
for HS’s type C, B and A. Since for MCF-HCF fatigue of welded joints the 
weld toe notches remain the governing failure locations (Section 2), a 
Weakest Link theory [20,117,118] based at/near-surface to sub-surface 
transition correction is not required. 

Exponential mean stress models have been developed in order to 
improve the life time estimates in case of relatively low stress range and 
high mean stress, like for as-welded joints exposed to MCF-HCF. 
Walker’s mean stress model [3,119] is an important one, incorporating 
the 2 components required to characterise a loading & response cycle in 
space, e.g. a response (stress) range = ( )max min and a response 
(stress) ratio =r ( / )lr min max : 

= =S
r(1 )

.e eff e eff
e

lr
, , 1 (32) 

The loading & response ratio coefficient is a fitting parameter and is 
added to the parameter vector as well; = =S S ( , )e eff e eff, , . 

Welded joint HS type {C, B, A} resistance data regression analysis 
results (Table 2) show that for all MCF-HCF models the fatigue life time 
N is most likely log(Normal) distributed, as reflected in the smaller AIC 
values. The flexibility of the log(Weibull) distribution to provide 
skewness is not required. The RFL models performance exceeds that of 
the BB model. Fatigue strength limit S seems to be most likely log 
(Weibull) distributed, meaning that fatigue induced failure turns from a 
’normal’ event into an ’extreme’ (distributed) one, corresponding to an 
increased fatigue resistance data scatter when shifting from MCF to HCF 
(Section 2). 

The parameter maximum likelihood estimates (MLE’s) for the MCF 
region C m{log( ), , , } are similar for all models (Table 3), since the 
formulations show only different HCF behaviour. As can be expected for 

Fig. 13. Nominal stress based MCF-HCF fatigue resistance data.  

Fig. 14. Hot spot type C (a–c), B (d–f) and A (g–i) small scale specimens.  

Table 1 
Welded joint fatigue resistance data.      

Joint type HS type Weld type Sample size  

DS T-joint [49–60] C fillet 330
DS cruciform joint [61–63,50,64–72] C fillet 400
SS butt joint [73–75] C groove 120
DS butt joint [76–84,55] C groove 410
SS cover plate joint[85] C fillet 30
DS cover plate joint [86,87,50,88] C fillet 50
SS gusset plate joint [89] B fillet 10
DS gusset plate joint [90–92,89,93,87] B fillet 80
SS long. attachment [60,94–96,88] A fillet 100
DS long. attachment [97–116] A fillet 270
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log–log linear MCF behaviour, the scaled co-variance matrix (Table 4) 
shows a highly correlated intercept Clog( ) and slope m. The m estimates 
are comparable to the results obtained for MCF resistance data only  
[11] and close to the typical design value =m 3 [25–27]. The MCF 

C m{log( ), , , , }N parameter confidence intervals (cl = 0.75) in be-
tween the lower and upper bounds (CLB and CUB) are small (Table 5), 
since a significant amount of MCF resistance data is involved. 

For all models, Walker’s loading & response ratio coefficient MLE 
indicates that the stress range contributes 90 [%] to the effective 
stress value (Table 3). The remaining 10 [%] is coming from the mean 
stress, incorporating both the welding induced residual- and the me-
chanical loading & response component. The welding induced residual 
stress is typically highly tensile, explaining why the contribution of the 
mechanical part is limited [3,11], as reflected in the value itself as 
well as the limited Clog( ) correlation (Table 4). 

Embedded in the critical distance theory [120], micro- and meso- 
structural length or distance is loading & response level dependent 
because of changing crack initiation and growth contributions. For 
welded joints in steel structures an average value of = 0.4 [mm] is 
typical [9]. However, size effects have been observed, because the zone 

1, 2 and 3 contributions are just partially included. A range of tp de-
pendent values have been obtained [121] and the model estimates 

1 [mm] are in between (Table 3). When shifting from MCF to HCF, 
may decrease as shown up to some extent for the BB model 3 pro-

viding a most likely (average) MCF-HCF estimate, since the fatigue life 
time becomes initiation rather than growth dominated. For the RFL 
models, =S Se, principally incorporates the HCF characteristic 
behaviour implicitly, meaning remains principally an average MCF 
estimate. The Clog( ) correlation (Table 4) confirms that effec-
tively contributes to the fatigue strength characterisation of welded 
joints. 

Comparing the life time standard deviation MLE N for the different 
models, the BB value is quite large (Table 3) because of the combined 
MCF-HCF life time scatter. For the RFL models the MCF N is smaller as 
reflected in the AIC values (Table 2). Comparing the ORFL and GRFL 
model N to the BRFL model value, a gradual MCF-HCF transition is 
better than an abrupt one (Table 3). The MCF fatigue life time scatter is 
predominantly correlated to the MCF strength parameters Clog( ) and m
(Table 4), as expected for log–log linear behaviour. 

Analysing the HCF strength characteristics, the BB model transition 
strength St confidence is quite low: =S92 138t c 0.75l . Note that 
N S( ) 10t t

6is already below the characteristic R97.7 FAT class value 
definition at =N 2·106 cycles. Because of the large amount of data on 
the right side of Nt , the slope confidence is relatively high: 

=m4.15 4.66t c 0.75l . The MLE mt is quite close to the Eurocode 3 
design value =m 5t and far away from the IIW one: =m 22t . In com-
parison to the RFL model S µ, values, the BB model MCF-HCF fatigue 
transition strength St is large as a result of a naturally increasing slope 
for decreasing fatigue strength: <mt . For the RFL models, the joined 
fatigue life time and fatigue limit scatter is explicitly incorporated. 
Although N is slightly larger for the GRFL model in comparison to the 
ORFL model, the fatigue limit strength scatter is significantly smaller, 
explaining the excellent GRFL model performance (Table 2). The GRFL 
model AIC values indicate that a (log)Weibull distributed S provides a 
better fit than a (log)Normal distributed one, suggesting f S( )W is right- 
skewed (Fig. 15). The welded joint fatigue strength limit implicitly 
includes the HCF notch effectivity and mean (residual) stress effects, 
meaning S µ( , )e, is a material characteristic parameter like 
[122,123] and . The GRFL model MCF-HCF transition curvature 
parameter S is close to 0, reflecting near BRFL behaviour (Fig. 16). 

The fatigue limit strength distribution location and scale parameters 
S S{ , }µ, , are naturally highly correlated (Table 4). As expected for a 
2-slope fatigue resistance formulation like the GRFL model, the log–log 
linear MCF C m{log( ), , }N - and the fatigue strength limit HCF 
S S{ , }µ, , parameters show a high correlation as well. The joined fa-
tigue life time and fatigue strength limit PDF and CDF involved in the 
RFL models are reflected in the S µ( , )- N correlations. Providing a 
dedicated MCF-HCF transition curvature, S has a key parameter role 
in correlating the MCF C m{log( ), , }N - and HCF S S{ , }µ, , parameters, 
showing the added value of the GRFL model. The HCF S S{ , , }µ S, ,
parameter confidence intervals are relatively small (Table 5), although 
for S µ, more HCF resistance data would increase the confidence even 
more. 

Table 2 
HS type {C, B, A} MCF-HCF Se-N regression analysis results.      

Model f N µ(log( ), , ) f S µ(log( ), , ) AIC  

BB Normal  3739  
Weibull  4123 

ORFL Normal Normal 3114  
Normal Weibull 1258  
Weibull Normal 3150  
Weibull Weibull 3129 

BRFL Normal Normal 3077  
Normal Weibull 1225  
Weibull Normal 3474  
Weibull Weibull 3472 

GRFL Normal Normal 3054  
Normal Weibull 1187  
Weibull Normal 3136  
Weibull Weibull 3104 

Table 3 
HS type {C, B, A} Se-N f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model parameter estimates.       

Parameter BB ORFL BRFL GRFL  

Clog( ) 12.74  11.93  12.71  12.02 
m 3.30  3.03  3.30  3.04 

0.90  0.91  0.92  0.92 
0.93  1.13  1.11  1.14 

N 0.30  0.17  0.23  0.20 
St 112    
mt 4.38    

S µ, 13  43  39 
S , 2.9  2.0  2.1 

S 0.6 

Table 4 
HS type {C, B, A} Se-N GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model scaled co-variance matrix.           

Parameter Clog( ) m N S µ, S , S

Clog( ) 1.00  0.97  0.04  −0.17  0.37  −0.31  0.44  −0.44 
m 1.00  −0.04  −0.01  0.31  −0.36  0.46  0.36 

1.00  0.10  0.05  0.13  −0.06  −0.06 
1.00  −0.06  −0.16  0.04  0.00 

N 1.00  0.18  −0.13  −0.62 
S µ, 1.00  −0.91  −0.41 
S , 1.00  0.22 

S 1.00 

Table 5 
HS type {C, B, A} Se-N GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model parameter MLE’s and CB’s.      

Parameter C75LB MLE C75UB  

Clog( ) 11.90  12.02  12.13 
m 2.99  3.04  3.08 

0.91  0.92  0.93 
1.07  1.14  1.24 

N 0.19  0.20  0.20 
S µ, 35  39  43 
S , 2.0  2.1  2.3 

S 0.5  0.6  0.7 
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The GRFL model based S Ne data presentation for log(Normal) 
fatigue life time and log(Weibull) fatigue strength limit distributions 
shows an increasing fatigue resistance scatter when shifting from the 
MCF to the HCF region, justifying the joined f N f S{ ( ), ( )} 2-slope 
formulation (Fig. 16). However, establishing a design curve, e.g. the 
R95C75 quantile, near 1-slope behaviour is observed for the fatigue life 
time range = …N 10 104 9, meaning for engineering purposes a LB model 
approximation rather than a piecewise continuous bi-linear MCF-HCF 
formulation according to guidelines, standards and classification notes  
[26,27,34] should be adopted. 

Although generalised fatigue strength criteria formulations like the 
effective notch stress allow for combined HS type {C, B, A} analysis, 
separate HS type investigations could be used to reveal specific char-
acteristics. However, a one-to-one comparison would be difficult, since 
the available amount of HS type C, B and A data as well as the variety in 
loading & response conditions and geometry is different. 

Anyway, the separate HS type C, B and A MCF parameters are si-
milar, as reflected in the merged fatigue resistance data cloud for the 
individual HS types (Fig. 17). The fatigue damage mechanism is similar 
because of a similar slope m. In terms of (correlated) intercept Clog( ), 
loading & response ratio coefficient and the micro- and meso-struc-
tural length parameter , the effective fatigue strength is similar as 
well. Significant welding quality induced differences - including mSC 
size variations (Section 2) and residual stress - affecting the HS type C, B 
and A fatigue strength and life time are not observed. Investigating the 

fatigue strength consequences for a range of HS type B related artificial 
plate thickness values =t t(5 30), 20p p [mm] provides the best fit 
(Table 6). 

The separate HC type C, B and A fatigue life time scatter MLE’s 
= {0.20, 0.16, 0.16}N show a larger HS type C value, as a result of the 

large amount of data (T-joints, cruciform joints, butt joints; Table 1). 
The combined HS type {C, B, A} MLE = 0.20N shows that the HS type 
C scatter is in charge. At the same time, the HS type B and A data does 
not increase the combined HS type MLE. Similar HCF behaviour for the 
separate HS type C, B and A data has been observed as well, showing 
that the effective notch stress as generalised fatigue strength criterion 
extends from the MCF to the HCF region. 

3.5. Total stress concept 

Assuming that arc-welded joints inevitably contain flaws, defects at 
the weld toe notches, fatigue damage will primarily be a matter of 
notch affected micro- and far field dominated macro-crack growth, 
justifying a cracked geometry fatigue strength criterion involving the 
weld notch stress intensity distribution (Section 3.2). Cyclic loading & 
response conditions turn KI into a crack growth driving force KI and 
defects may develop into cracks. The crack growth rate (da/dn) of 
micro-cracks emanating at notches show elastoplastic wake field af-
fected anomalies [3]. Modifying Paris’ equation, a two-stage micro- and 
macro-crack growth relation similarity has been established to include 
both the weld notch- and far field characteristic contributions: 

=( ) C Y Y a· ·( · · )a
n n

n
s eff f

md
d , . Notch elastoplasticity coefficient n is 

loading & response level dependent and turns non-monotonic crack 
growth behaviour in the MCF region into monotonically increasing 
crack growth behaviour in the HCF region. Walker’s mean stress model 
has been used to incorporate the effective structural stress range 

= r/(1 )s eff s lr,
1 . Crack growth model integration provides a 

(MCF) 1-slope resistance relation, correlating the fatigue life time N and 
total stress (cracked geometry) fatigue strength criterion ST [3,6]: 

=S
r I t(1 ) · ·

T
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lr N
m p

m
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1 2
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Fig. 15. GRFL model (log)Weibull S µ( , )e, distribution.  

Fig. 16. GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model based HS type {C, B, A} S Ne fatigue 
resistance data and design curve. 

Fig. 17. GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model based HS type C, B and A Se-N fatigue 
resistance data. 
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effects into account. For HS’s type C and A, either =t tp b or =t tp c. Plate 
thickness =t tp p for HS’s type B. Notch crack growth integral IN re-
quires an initial crack size ai. Adopting a constant a t( / )i p incorporates 
an average tp induced weld volume effect. 

In order to obtain a most likely (average) elastoplasticity coefficient 
and loading & response ratio coefficient estimate, n and can be added 
to the parameter vector (Section 2). Adopting the MCF-HCF fatigue 
resistance curve formulations (Section 2), the total stress concept per-
formance will be investigated for HS’s type {C, B, A}. An at/near-sur-
face to sub-surface fatigue damage location transition like for plane 
geometries when shifting from MCF tot HCF is not involved, meaning 
any fish-eye induced micro-crack growth behaviour does not have to be 
incorporated [21,124–126]. 

Welded joint HS type {C, B, A} ST -N resistance data regression 
analysis results (Table 7) show that the BRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model 
provides the best performance. However, the GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W
model will be adopted because of similar performance, allowing for a 
one-to-one comparison of the effective notch stress- and total stress 
concept results as well. Comparing the Se (Table 2) and ST (Table 7) 
based AIC values, a slightly better effective notch stress concept per-
formance is suggested. 

Investigating the AIC for a range of a t( / )i p values (Fig. 18), an 
average MLE has been obtained first: =a t( / ) 0.006i p . For the considered 
fatigue resistance data (Table 1), tp is ranging from 2 to 160 [mm], 
meaning ai should be in between 0.012 and 0.96 [mm]. For the plate 
thickness mode value t 15p [mm], mode a 0.09i [mm]. Although 
a t( / )i p implicitly may include more than the real welding induced defect 

size since a back calculation technique is adopted, the ai mode is close 
to a real defect size estimate: <a 0.05i [127–129]. 

All models provide similar MCF MLE’s C m n{log( ), , , } (Table 8) 
and the confidence intervals are small, as shown for the GRFL model 
(Table 10). Adopting either an intact or cracked fatigue strength cri-
terion, i.e. Se or ST , does not affect slope m. The majority of the welded 
joint fatigue life time is spent in the notch affected region, as explicitly 
incorporated using and Yn

n for respectively Se and ST , meaning both 
criteria incorporate the same physics. Because of the large C mlog( )
correlation (Table 9), intercept Clog( ) is similar for Se and ST as well. 

Walker’s loading & response ratio coefficient MLE shows that ST is 
predominantly stress range determined (Table 8). Correlation to the 

C m{log( ), } MCF parameters (Table 9) is more significant than for Se
(Table 4), most likely since for ST the range and mean stress (intensity) 
contribution over tp is considered, whereas Se incorporates only a par-
tial contribution over . 

For the same reason, n affects the log–log linear MCF behaviour 
much more than does (Table 4 and 9). Elastoplasticity coefficient n

…3 4 and reflects non-monotonic crack growth behaviour [3], as ex-
pected in the MCF region. Like n, is an average value since for de-
creasing response level the amount of notch and crack tip induced 
plasticity decreases. The relatively high n value includes a cyclic and 
mean (welding induced residual) response contribution. When shifting 
from MCF to HCF, n decreases since the notch and crack tip affected 
response becomes predominantly elastic, introducing monotonically 
increasing crack growth behaviour. However, principally =S ST ,
incorporates the HCF characteristic n behaviour implicitly, meaning n
remains an MCF estimate. 

Because of the combined MCF-HCF life time scatter, the BB MLE N
is quite large (Table 8). For the RFL models the MCF N is smaller as 
reflected in the AIC values (Table 7) and similar to N as obtained for Se

as fatigue strength criterion. Still, a gradual MCF-HCF transition is 
better than an abrupt one (Table 8). The MCF N is highly correlated to 
the MCF parameters C mlog( ), , even n, as well as the HCF parameter 
S µ( , ). Whereas does not change the stress distribution char-
acteristics, n turns MCF related non-monotonic crack growth into HCF 
related monotonically increasing crack growth behaviour. 

The GRFL model balances the joined MCF-HCF fatigue life time and 
fatigue strength limit scatter f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W (Table 7). The slightly 
better performance of the BRFL model (Table 8) is reflected in the small 
GRFL model MCF-HCF transition curvature parameter S (Fig. 19). 
The S , scatter for ST is relatively large in comparison to the results for 
Se. Comparing the S S{ , }µ, , confidence interval for the Se and ST fa-
tigue strength criteria (Table 5 and 10), the ST results are worse. 

The GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model provides (almost) the best fit. Like 
for the effective notch stress concept, the R95C75 quantile (Fig. 19) 
reflecting a probability level of survival =p 0.95s and a confidence level 

=c 0.75l , a MCF-HCF design curve, shows near 1-slope behaviour for 
the fatigue life time range = …N 10 104 9. 

The merged fatigue resistance data cloud for the individual HS types 
(Fig. 20) suggests similar ST based fatigue resistance behaviour. Com-
paring the separate HC type C, B and A fatigue life time scatter MLE’s 

= {0.19, 0.15, 0.16}N to the combined HS type {C, B, A} MLE = 0.21N
shows that the HS type C scatter is in charge. 

The data scatter increases when shifting from the crack growth 
dominated MCF- to the crack initiation governing HCF region (Fig. 19). 
Adopting a fatigue strength criterion naturally corresponding to the 
HCF region showing the largest data scatter - like Se as crack initiation 
related intact geometry parameter rather than ST as crack growth re-
lated cracked geometry parameter - makes sense and may explain the 
better effective notch stress concept performance. At the same time, 
changing the notch crack growth behaviour from non-monotonic to 
monotonically increasing for ST using n might be more drastic than 
changing the notch stress effectivity for Se using , in order to obtain 
dedicated MCF and HCF characteristic behaviour. In order to improve 
the total stress concept performance, a loading & response level de-
pendent elastoplasticity coefficient n could be introduced. Alternative 
to a one parameter MCF-HCF modelling approach, a two parameter 
approach could be adopted, modelling respectively crack growth gov-
erning MCF using ST and crack initiation dominated HCF using Se. 
However, a natural rather than a predefined transition is a challenge  
[2]. 

4. Conclusions 

For steel renewable energy marine structures like floating offshore 
wind turbines, the arc-welded joints are typically the governing fatigue 

Table 6 
GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model based most likely tp.       

tp [mm] 5 10 20 30  

AIC [–] 1270 1272 1187 1229 

Table 7 
HS type {C, B, A} MCF-HCF S NT regression analysis results.      

Model f N µ(log( ), , ) f S µ(log( ), , ) AIC  

BB Normal  3744  
Weibull  4296     

ORFL Normal Normal 3211  
Normal Weibull 1337  
Weibull Normal 3330  
Weibull Weibull 3277     

BRFL Normal Normal 3106  
Normal Weibull 1255  
Weibull Normal 3486  
Weibull Weibull 3136     

GRFL Normal Normal 3126  
Normal Weibull 1267  
Weibull Normal 3310  
Weibull Weibull 3255 
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sensitive locations. The characteristic welded joint far field response 
spectrum is predominantly linear elastic, meaning the fatigue resistance 
is MCF-HCF defined. Adopting different MCF-HCF fatigue resistance 
curve formulations, the effective notch stress concept and total stress 
concept performance have been investigated for arc-welded joint HS’s 
type {C, B, A}, involving respectively a HCF crack initiation related 
intact geometry fatigue strength criterion S( )e and a MCF crack growth 
related cracked geometry one S( )T . 

Although fatigue strength limit behaviour will remain a hypothesis 
anyway and the S induced cyclic plasticity requirement might be 
identically satisfied, a RFL model explicitly incorporating the MCF life 
time and HCF strength limit scatter shows from statistical point of view 
the best performance. 

The most likely PDF and CDF turned out to be the (log)Normal and 
(log)Weibull ones for respectively the fatigue life time and fatigue 
strength limit. The (log)Weibull distributed fatigue limit reflects the 

increasing scatter when shifting from the MCF to the HCF region, 
meaning fatigue induced failure becomes an extreme event. The (log) 
Normal distributed fatigue life time reflects the random mSC and MSC 
nature. 

Taking advantage of accurate weld notch stress distribution (in-
tensity) formulations, for both the predominantly MCF related ST and 
principally HCF related Se the GRFL model provides the most accurate 
fatigue strength and life time estimates. 

Similar MCF performance is obtained for Se and ST . Although crack 
growth dominates the MCF damage process, the results for an initiation 
related criterion like Se and a natural crack growth related criterion like 
ST are similar. The Se average MCF material characteristic micro- and 

Fig. 18. GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model based HS type {C, B, A} ST most likely 
average initial crack size estimate. 

Table 8 
HS type {C, B, A} ST -N f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model parameter estimates.       

Parameter BB ORFL BRFL GRFL  

Clog( ) 14.27  13.08  13.56  13.12 
m 3.60  3.20  3.35  3.22 

0.87  0.90  0.90  0.91 
n 4.01  3.52  3.64  3.36 
N 0.30  0.19  0.23  0.21 

St 100    
mt 5.3    

S µ, 9  68  47 
S , 5.3  2.1  2.7 

S 0.4 

Table 9 
HS type {C, B, A} ST -N GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model scaled co-variance matrix.           

Parameter Clog( ) m n N S µ, S , S

Clog( ) 1.00  0.96  −0.17  0.64  0.48  0.14  −0.05  −0.54 
m 1.00  −0.14  0.44  0.40  0.07  0.00  −0.44 

1.00  −0.17  −0.05  −0.05  0.02  0.06 
n 1.00  0.29  0.22  −0.09  −0.31 
N 1.00  0.43  −0.41  −0.73 

S µ, 1.00  −0.95  −0.63 
S , 1.00  0.55 

S 1.00 

Fig. 19. GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model based HS type {C, B, A} S NT fatigue 
resistance data and design curve. 

Table 10 
HS type {C, B, A} ST -N GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model parameter MLE’s and CB’s.      

Parameter C75LB MLE C75UB  

Clog( ) 13.00 13.12 13.50 
m 3.18 3.22 3.26 

0.89 0.91 0.92 
n 3.18 3.36 3.57 
N 0.20 0.21 0.22 

S µ, 40 47 68 
S , 2.4 2.7 3.1 

S 0.3 0.4 0.5 

Fig. 20. GRFL f N f S{ ( ), ( )}N W model based HS type C, B and A ST -N fatigue 
resistance data. 
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meso-structural length 1[mm] exceeds the typical value of 0.4, but 
is still in the range of observed values in literature. The ST MCF char-
acteristic elastoplasticity coefficient n 3 reflects notch and residual 
stress induced non-monotonic crack growth. HCF and n contributions 
are implicitly included in S µ( , ). 

Comparing the Se and ST HCF performance, the Se results are better 
as particularly reflected in the S µ( , ) confidence bounds. Adopting Se
rather than ST as fatigue strength criterion naturally corresponding to 
the HCF region showing the largest data scatter makes sense and may 
explain the overall effective notch stress concept performance. At the 
same time, changing the ST related notch crack growth behaviour using 
n from non-monotonic to monotonically increasing in order to obtain 
dedicated MCF and HCF characteristic behaviour might be more drastic 
than changing the notch stress effectivity for Se using since the 

r t( / )n p behaviour itself does not change. 
Since the HCF resistance scatter is relatively large, the MCF-HCF 

GRFL model design curves show approximately 1-slope behaviour, 
meaning that for design purposes a LB model approximation rather than 
a piecewise continuous bi-linear MCF-HCF formulation according to 
guidelines, standards and classification notes [34,26,27] should be 
adopted. 
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